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• Undermine the actual biomedical studies and interventions on 
sexuality

• And DSM classification of sexual troubles

• Describe 
– a decontextualised sexuality, 
– mostly depicted by somatic determinants 
– what is supposed to be « normal », 
– As a staged response cycle:
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• Subject selection biases. 
« No effort was made to study sexual physiology and 
subjectivity in a representative sample, only in an easily 
orgasmic sample »(79, 2001)

• Experimental setting is not representative of what constitute 
sexuality.

• « « Normal » sexual response is whatever results from effective 
sexual stimulation, and effective sexual stimulation is whatever
produces « normal » response. Another way to put this is 
Masters and Johnson (and the APA after them) defined sex as 
what occurs during the response cycle and produces orgasm. »
(82, 2001)
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– Naturalistic and male oriented view of sexual 
desire: urge, libido, biological need.

– But experienced by women as: a response or 
willingness to engage is sex, depending on quality 
of the relationship, safety, love, intimacy, past 
experiences, self body image, child desire, 
pleasure, …

– Recent discussions and changes in the definition 
of trouble of desire
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• The most common sexual concern in 
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– Due to psychological factors
– Due to medical factors

• ISSWSH: international Society for the Study 
of Women’s Sexual Health 
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Non behavioral aspects of sexuality ?
Embodiment ?
Subjective, interpersonal, existential… meanings 
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• Example of sexual satisfaction..
– Definition :« An affective response arising from 

one’s subjective evaluation of the positive and 
negative dimensions associated with one’s sexual 
relationship » (Lawrence & Byers, 1995, p. 268)

– Relational concept
– Anticipation  - actualization
– Exchange theory
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• Sexuality and the way people express and 
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determined

• Somatic experience is central but it has to be 
connected with a meaning in people’s 
subjectivity (stimuli are nothing without 
emotional and cognitive elaboration)
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– Emotional, affective and need of security: feel love 

and beloved, be intimate and consolidate a 
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– Way to handle distress
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